Foodrinks presents:
“The Magnificent 7”

Seven instant drinks
FOR YOUR OFFICE AND HOME

CLASSIC FLAVOURS

- COFFEE
- DEK COFFEE
- BARLEY

GINSENG LINE

- THAI BREAK (coffee and ginseng)
- GREEN JOY (tea, ginseng and guarana)
- PINKING (red fruits, ginseng and guarana)
- IRISH (whisky flavoured coffee and ginseng)
OFFICE/HOME PROMOTION: guaranteed quality, accessible luxury.

KIT START OFFICE 1001

COFFEE MACHINE + 1000 CAPSULES

€ 220 EX-WORKS

YOU CAN CHOOSE THE DESIRED FLAVOUR AMONG OUR FULL RANGE OF CAPSULES (EACH BOX CONTAINS 50 CAPSULE)

Ø 36mm CAPSULES - compatible with Lavazza Espresso Point system

- The COFFEE MACHINE is the property of the buyer and it is covered by a guarantee issued by the manufacturer Panare.